MIKE SEIDL’S FOCUS SEMINAR

Stocks, commodities, currencies, quarterly reports. These are not foreign concepts to you,
but instead chances for earning money on the stock exchange. You have decided to take
your financial transactions into your own hands or want to do so in the future. This means
that the same rules apply for you as for the professional stock market players.
Knowledge coupled with experience are essential requirements for a successful
performance on the capital market. The technical seminar is created for active investors.
You will be intensively prepared for trading on the stock exchange. You learn to generate
the trading signals that are appropriate for you from the large number of possibilities.
And all this regardless of whether you want to make time for trading every day or only
reserve the weekend to do so.

Topics that you can look forward to
Strategic elements in trading
•
•

Greed and fear – trade without these emotions
Planned stock exchange success – strategize your way to trading success

Trade with the successful major investors
•
•

Fundamental data – what you need to pay attention to
Predetermining business development

The chart in stock exchange trading
•
•
•
•

The trend is your friend – types, elements and sizes of trends
When is it a trend: trend sizes – how they merge together
Trading in the trend – movement, correction, trend
Visual depiction – everything at a glance with an efficient screen layout

Stock exchange trading in practice
•
•
•
•
•

Order types and their correct application
Creating an advantage in the market – trading from out of the correction
Market players and their intentions – advantages from this knowledge
Trade setup – from the idea to the trade
Expanding your portfolio – intelligently increasing the investment ratio

Working with ease with the right equipment
•
•
•

Essential building blocks for a trading PC/laptop
The optimum programs for your trading style
Finding the right broker

This is what you get out of the asset accumulation seminar
After the seminar days in a relaxed atmosphere, you are armed with an individual potpourri
of knowledge for your successful trading. You have discovered how to find promising
investments.
You are in a position to create your own trading plan and have learned how to elaborate the
entire order setup from an idea. You know where to enter a trade, where to hedge and
where to take profits.
Finally, you also get to know strategies for intelligently increasing the investment ratio of
your portfolio. To sum up, you possess the know-how about how professional stock
exchange trading works.
Applied correctly, this is a stable knowledge base with which you can immensely increase
your trading success.

